
Waldkirch 26.09.2020 

Course combination on day: Blue (holes 1—9), Yellow (Holes 10—18) 

Prize Categories: 

Netto Cat 1—3 (HCP 0—18.4) - 1st & 2nd prizes 

Netto Cat 4 (HCP 18.5—26.4) - 1st &  2nd prizes 

Netto Cat 5—6 (HCP 26.5—36) - 1st &  2nd prizes 

Highest PR step - 1st prize (netto scoring, cat. 6 players only) 

Birdie Pot (5 CHF entry, optional) - split based on number of birdies. Payable when 

you pick up your scorecard from the secretariat before heading out for your first tee 

shot. Winnings distributed in the normal way during prize giving. 

Please respect all signs at the venue w.r.t. Covid-19 restrictions; Everyone must have 

a bottle of disinfectant in their golf bag. 

 



Rules on the day:  

 Ensure your name, HCP and home club are correctly printed on both the Starting List and your Scorecard. 

Report any errors to the secretariat on the morning of the tournament before going out on the course and 

have the scorecard corrected! Otherwise the ranking list will be wrong, which can not only delay the Apero 

but mistakes cannot be corrected later. 

 Please be at the 1st  tee  15 minutes before your allocated t-time.  To date I haven’t given out penalty points 

for late arrivals but for frequent offenders this may start to happen this year—you have been warned :)  

 Matchplay is Stableford, therefore when out of shots pick up your ball (scorecard shows number of shots). 

 Slow play = Late apero. Keep up with the flight in front! The round should not take longer than 4 hr. 30 min, 

especially as we play in flights of 3 persons. Your job on the course besides playing spectacular golf is to keep 

the flight in front in sight at all times.  

 When in any doubt about finding your ball—play a provisional.  

 When in any doubt about rules—play two balls (announce which is “chosen”  before playing either in case 

both rules are deemed correct and also note the order of play) and confirm with the tournament director 

(either myself or Daniel) or the Secretariat when you come in off your round which is valid.  

 No electronic buggies/cars to be used by any participants except those with  valid medical certificates. 

 “Jetons“ for practise on the driving range can be purchased from the secretariat (not included in the price). 

Trolley rental can be done directly with the secretariat (not included in the price).  

 Food/Drinks consumed during the day (in advance of the Apero & Dinner) will need to be paid for          

individually;  

 There will be an Apero in advance of the dinner; drinks are included for this portion of the evening.  

 Everyone has already selected their dinner options (I will have a list for those of you who do not remember 

on the day what you have selected); Drinks incl. water consumed during the dinner are not included and 

must be paid for individually.   

 The Prize giving will be during the dinner.  You have to attend the ceremony to claim your prize, otherwise it 

is forfeit and passed to the next eligible person in the ranking list.  

 Having your HCP adjusted after a tournament remains the responsibility of the individual player. You will be 

able to download the Ranking List from the official home page from Monday 28th September. Stamped/

signed scorecards can be picked up after the Prize Giving  from either Daniel or myself.  

 Local rules—explanation on the 1st tee by the Official Starter  

 Directions:- Address for the GPS: Moos 1476, Waldkirch 9205, CH 

 Most important rule for the day—Have Fun!  Any problems, last minute questions —contact me (reasonable 

hours please) 076 338 4521. I intend to arrive at the golf club at around 10am on Saturday morning. 

 

Observations from past years and tournaments this year: 

 Badly completed scorecards hold up the Apero/dinner kick off time, can lead to player disqualification 

(marker and player) and increase the time people wait. You can take a second score card with you on the 

round to make any personal notes of scoring. Do not put this information on the official score card.  Only rec-

ord the number of strokes per hole (in the correct column). 

 Be nice to our Rabbits (HCP 36 or higher), it may well be their first tournament and they will probably be 

nervous. Flight captains please show consideration about  questions for rules and any other open questions 

they might have during the round (without breaking any rules yourselves naturally!). 

https://www.golf4fun.ch/tournaments

